
ULTRA PRO™ SERIES BATH FANS
Protection. Serenity. Delivered by ULTRA Pro.

QUIETLY IMPROVING INDOOR AIR QUALITY FOR A HEALTHIER,  
MORE RELAXING EXPERIENCE.

Moisture in the bath can damage a home’s structure, and unpleasant air can 
spoil a home’s environment. Enjoy peace of mind knowing bathroom moisture 
and unpleasant air is quietly being removed by ULTRA Pro. Engineered to 
provide efficient and quiet operation, ULTRA Pro fans protect a home and its 
occupants by removing unwanted air indoors, while SEALING TIGHT to block 
outdoor air from flowing in. 
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QFlow™ Damper 
Technology delivers 
smoother airflow and 
superior backdraft seal

• With fan off, QFlow 
damper seals tightly  
to block outdoor air  
from flowing inside

• With fan on, QFlow 
damper lifts air out of  
path to reduce static 
pressure and noise,  
while maximizing airflow 

QStream™ Sound 
Technology reduces  
sound levels and  
improves overall  
sound quality

• QStream uses a 
patented baffle system 
to smooth the flow  
of air, reducing noise  
from turbulence

• QStream Technology 
allows the blower to  
run more slowly  
and quietly 

ULTRA Pro fans are 
engineered to deliver  
the fastest, easiest  
and most universal 
installations

• Expandable 
mounting frame 
adjusts to fit any  
type of joist, I-joist  
or truss construction

• System works in  
new construction  
or room-side  
retrofit installations

ULTRA PRO™ FEATURES

Available in both lighted and unlighted models, ULTRA Pro 
fans are designed to be efficient, quiet and easy to install.

CLASSIC FANS CLASSIC FANS -  
LIGHTED

ULTRA PROTECTION - Available premium radiation dampers
For multi-family applications, accessory radiation dampers RDFU and RDFUWT are available  
to fit any ULTRA models. Visit broan.com for application details.
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High-power, dual  
LEDs provide superior  
light intensity

• Dimmable LED can be 
adjusted to illuminate  
the room or provide  
a soft night light

• Long-life LEDs last  
up to 10,000 hours

ULTRALUCENT™  
LED TECHNOLOGY


